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Week 8:
Tasmanian Devils & Tigers
Pete: I had to show you this video, and I'll see if I can turn it up1 loud
enough for everyone to hear. But it was a classic2 this week. So, what's
happening here is there's a little Tasmanian Devil running away with…
Man: Devil’s got my pack of Lindt!
Pete: …chocolate in its mouth. He's got a packet of Lindt chocolate and
this guy's chasing this Tasmanian devil down.
Man: He’s got my Lindt!
Ian: I haven't seen this!
3
Man: Tassie Devil’s got my Lindt!

Pete: “Tassie Devil’s got my Lindt!”
Ian: And it's gone.
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Pete: He dropped it.
Ian: He dropped it. Just as well4!
Man: 78%, you mongrel!
Pete: The guy at the end there, "78%, you mongrel5!".
Ian: Interesting. Yeah. I… That's a really... That's a cool piece of news. just
look it up. I'm sure you can Google it6.
Pete: I'll tag it.
Ian: ‘Tasmanian Devil stealing chocolate’.
Pete: Stealing dark chocolate7, yeah.
Ian: That'll be an interesting one too. You know, you'd have to get
veterinary advice on that as to whether marsupial8 carnivores like the
Tassie Devil are affected by the caffeine9 in chocolate the same way that
dogs and cats are.
Pete: Yeah.
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Ian: Because you don't feed dogs and cats chocolate because they're
really adversely affected10 by the caffeine in it.
Pete: It’s… Yeah. Well, that's what I was thinking when I saw it. I was like,
“Holy shit!11 If the Tassie Devil had run off with that, he probably would
have died.”
Ian: Yeah!
Pete: If it's like other mammals.
Ian: If it is. I don’t know.
Pete: Because... yeah, we had a friend who was living with us when we
were living in a share house12 in Melbourne and he was dating a girl who
went to New Zealand, bought a heap of13 dark chocolate, brought her back
to her house. He was staying the night there, and remembers waking up
and her dog was vomiting violently, like, absolutely covering the place in
vomit, and then had a cardiac arrest14 and a foaming at the mouth. And
they found that later, like he was trying to do CPR15, resuscitate this dog,
but tragically passed away. They found out later that it had eaten…
Ian: It’d eaten all the chocolate.
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Pete: …half a kilogram of dark chocolate and it was a tiny lap dog16.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: So, it just didn't have a chance17.
Ian: No. No.
Pete: But, yeah…
Ian: So, keep chocolate away from your dogs.
Pete: Yeah, exactly. Tassie devils. So, why are they called “Tassie Devils”,
Dad?
Ian: Well, they come from what… well, they now come from Tasmania18.
They've become extinct19 on the Mainland. There are relatively recent
fossils20, you know, sort of seven, eight thousand, ten thousand years old in
Victoria. So, they were here pre-21 the creation of the… of Bass Strait,
which is the waterway between Victoria, the mainland, and the island of
Tasmania, around22 6,000 years ago, I think, during the melting from the
last ice age23. And so, they got isolated in Tasmania with no large
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predators24 to compete with them other than the thylacine25. And the
thylacine got wiped out about 100 years ago.
Pete: Well, it’s a sad…
Ian: But it was probably on its way out26 about that time as well. We don't
know what the population looked like in the last few years.
Pete: It’s… I've heard mixed things27, but I know that on the Mainland,
yeah, we used to have the Tasmanian Devil, which would have just been
“the Devil”, I guess, on the Mainland28.
Ian: Yes. Yes. “The Aussie Devil”!
Pete: And we had, I think, five species of thylacine that were here, but I
think, from memory29, it was the... What was it? The dingo30.
Ian: Yes.
Pete: When the dingo got here it was the reason that they got wiped out
and pushed off31 the Mainland.
Ian: Yeah, well, it was probably the reason because they certainly
disappeared, those species of thylacine, and probably the Tasmanian devil,
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disappeared around the same time that we know dingoes were introduced
into32 Australia. So…
Pete: Yeah, and I remember seeing when I was at the museum studying
evolutionary biology33, there was a guy from the Smithsonian34 talking
about looking at skins35 from the thylacine in Tasmania that were kept at
museums and looking at the different bacteria and the other diseases they
had. And they he thinks that they'd been bottlenecked36. They… Their
population had shrunk to the point where they were really closely related to
one another, which is the problem that Tasmanian Devils have currently,
and a disease potentially wiped them out and was more of an issue for
them than hunting by people. Although, people were hunting them.
Ian: Yes. Yeah.
Pete: He believes that it should have been the disease that did it and not
people.
Ian: Yeah. Quite likely, I suspect37. And I think that the spread of the
disease has probably been exacerbated38 by having people farming,
because there will have been... Those thylacines will have been feeding on,
certainly, young sheep, if not adult sheep, they'd be feeding on lambs39 and
there'd be multiple animals feeding on the same prey40. So, they're likely to
spread viruses or bacteria.
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Pete: Yep. So, yeah, Tassie Devil-wise41, what's the issue with their
population that's not very genetically diverse42 at the moment? That's
always in the news.
Ian: Well, there's a big sort of tumour43… you know, it's like a cancer;
behaves a bit like a cancer44, but it's infectious. Highly infectious45.
Pete: Yeah. It's one of the only infectious cancers that we know of, right?
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: I think there may be one other example, but that's one where they...
and the problem…
Ian: Directly. And there's some cancers that are caused by viruses…
Pete: Yep. But indirectly. Yeah.
Ian: …but indirectly.
Pete: One of the biggest issues with the Tassie Devils is that a big part of
the… their sort of behaviour is biting other Tassie Devils on the face in
order to show…
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Ian: Yeah. Yeah. They fight and assert dominance46.
Pete: …fight and to assert dominance.
Ian: And then their courtship rituals47 are around, you know, biting and
mouthing each other, so they get these horrible tumours on their faces.
Pete: Yeah, it's a tragic end48 because they end up starving to death
because they can't eat.
Ian: Yeah. And the challenge is, you know, a bit like the thylacines in the
past, they’re… the Tassie devils are in a bit of a genetic bottleneck. They're
all so similarly related that they're going to be very few of them that are
likely to be resistant49 to this disease.
Pete: Yeah.
Ian: And there's... Yeah, there's certainly a lot of work being done at the
moment, as you know, because you used to sponsor50 some of that
research on finding populations on isolated islands that are not affected
and having breeding programs51 to breed them up.
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Pete: Well, I believe they've taken… they’ve taken about a thousand or so
from Tasmania, different areas, and they have a population now on the
Mainland.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: Because they want to have a sort of security population where the
cancer isn't prevalent52.
Ian: Yeah.
Pete: It's not present so that they could repopulate53 Tasmania should
anything horrible go wrong and they all get wiped out. But also, because
they want to potentially reintroduce54 them into forests on the Mainland to
try and control things like foxes and cats, because these… these guys
directly compete with55 them.
Ian: Yeah, exactly. So… and that... Look, that may be a challenge in itself,
because who knows now what's changed in the environments that we're
going to try and put them back into.
Pete: Yeah.
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Ian: Although, a lot of those forests are reasonably pristine56, the original
old growth forests, but they're being logged57 and they're being burnt in
bushfires.
Pete: Yep.
Ian: So, we don't know what the regrowth forests58 are going to be… to
look like in terms of being able to have enough small animal population to
maintain a viable59 genetic population of these predators.
Pete: All right. Had a quick pause there, because my Spidey-senses were
tingling60 and I could… I could've sworn that I could hear Noah crying in the
background. And lo and behold61, he was.
Ian: He was.
Pete: Don't worry. He had gas62. Sorted it out. And I think he is okay now.
But Dad, dropped the ball63. Come on, man. You've got the monitor.
Ian: I know! I know!
Pete: You're meant to be watching!
Ian: I screwed up64! Sorry! Put it up here so I can see it. Here guys! Look!
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Pete: That's it. There's Senhor, sleeping. All right. So, back to... I guess,
we were talking about thylacines and devils. Yeah. It's funny growing up
and watching Looney Tunes65, ‘cause I think that was my first introduction
to the Tassie Devil…
Ian: Tas?
Pete: …indirectly, though, I didn't realise at the time. But Tas, the character
that doesn't speak just does the, “animal sounds".
Ian: And spins around.
Pete: And does the tornado, yeah. That was my introduction to it66.
Ian: Yeah. And that's how they behave. It was actually a reasonably good...
Obviously, the spinning around in this sort of little mini tornado is not quite
what they do, but it's certainly the sound they make. They're... If you had
landed as a European settler67 in Tasmania 200 years ago and, you know,
set up camp somewhere68 and then you heard that at night, you'd think it
was the devil that had come to get you. It's an amazing sound.
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Week 8:
Vocabulary
1. Turn something up – increase the volume of something, e.g. music or audio.
2. A classic – (Aussie slang) something incredibly funny.
3. A Tassie Devil – A Tasmanian Devil, a carnivorous marsupial found on the Island of
Tasmania, Australia.
4. Just as well – a good or fortunate thing; good even if not expected or intended.
5. You mongrel! – (Aussie slang) you bastard; you nasty person/thing!
6. Google something – search for something using the Google search engine.
7. Dark chocolate – slightly bitter chocolate, of a deep brown colour, without added
milk.
8. A marsupial – mammals who are born incompletely developed and are typically
carried and suckled in a pouch on the mother’s belly.
9. Caffeine – an alkaloid compound which is found especially in tea and coffee plants
and is a stimulant of the central nervous system.
10. Adversely affect something – negatively affected; affected in a bad way.
11. Holy shit! – (informal) used to show shock, surprise, awe, etc.
12. A share house – a house rented by multiple people who share it together.
13. A heap of something – a lot of something.
14. A cardiac arrest – a heart attack; where your heart stops beating.
15. CPR – short for ‘cardiopulmonary resuscitation’, a technique used to try to keep
someone alive.
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16. A lap dog – a small pampered pet dog.
17. Not have a chance – have no hope of something, e.g. survival.
18. Tasmania – an island state of Australia in the south east.
19. Become extinct – (of an organism) completely die out.
20. A fossil – the remains or impression of a prehistoric plant or animal embedded in
rock and preserved in petrified form.
21. Pre- something – before something.
22. Around – approximately; roughly.
23. An ice age – a glacial episode during a past geological period.
24. A predator – an animal that hunts and eats other animals.
25. A thylacine – an Australian marsupial carnivore similar in morphology to a dog.
26. On its way out – in the process of going extinct/dying out.
27. Hear mixed things – hear multiple opinions about something, often that conflict.
28. The Mainland – the main island of the continent of Australia, i.e. not including
Tasmania and other smaller surrounding islands.
29. From memory – based on my memory.
30. A dingo – a native Australian dog.
31. Push off the Mainland – forced off of the Mainland of Australia.
32. Introduce something into somewhere – (of an organism) brought to a location and
released into the wild.
33. Evolutionary biology – the subfield of biology that studies the evolutionary
processes that produced the diversity of life on Earth.
34. The Smithsonian – a large museum in America.
35. A skin – the thin layer of tissue forming the natural outer covering of the body of a
person or animal.
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·

At museums, ‘skins’ are the specimens that are dried and stored as a record of an
organism for reference.

36. Bottlenecked – where a population of organisms is reduced significantly in size and
loses genetic diversity.
37. I suspect… – I believe…
38. Exacerbate something – cause something to get worse.
39. A lamb – a baby sheep.
40. Prey – an animal that is hunted and killed by another for food.
41. Tassie Devil-wise – with regards to Tasmanian Devils.
·

-wise = with regards to something; concerning something.

42. Genetically diverse – (of a population) have a large amount of genetic
characteristics.
43. A tumour – a swelling of a part of the body caused by an abnormal growth of tissue
(cancer), whether benign or malignant.
44. A cancer – a disease caused by an uncontrolled division of abnormal cells in a part
of the body.
45. Highly infectious – (of a disease) very easily spread amongst individuals.
46. Assert dominance – display that you’re the dominant individual.
47. A courtship ritual – behaviour displayed by organisms to determine if they’re going
to mate or not.
48. A tragic end – a very sad death.
49. Resistant to something – immune or impervious to something.
50. Sponsor something – give money to something.
51. A breeding program – the planned captive breeding of a group of organisms to be
released into the wild.
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52. Prevalent – widespread in a particular area or at a particular time.
53. Repopulate (a location) – introduce individuals of a previously extinct population
(to a location)
54. Reintroduce something (to a location) – introduce individuals of a previously
extinct population to a location) where they were previously.
55. Directly compete (with something) – fight for the same resources (as something
else).
56. Pristine – in its original condition; unspoilt.
57. Log (a forest) – cut down the large trees (of a forest) for timber.
58. A regrowth forest – a forest which has had many if not most of its mature trees
cleared or cut and felled for timber or woodchips.
59. Viable – capable of working successfully; feasible.
60. My Spidey-senses are tingling – (from the Spiderman comic) my intuition tells me
something is wrong.
61. Lo and behold – something that you say when you tell someone about something
surprising that happened, often that was expected.
62. Have gas – (of a baby) need to fart.
63. Drop the ball – make a mistake; mishandle things.
64. Screw up – make a mistake; do something wrong.
65. Looney Tunes – an American animated comedy series produced by Warner Bros.
66. One’s introduction to something – the first time someone experiences or is shown
something.
67. A European settler – a person from Europe who moves with a group of others to
live in a new country or area, usually which has been recently colonised.
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68. Set up camp somewhere – (literal) establish your tent, fire, etc. at your campsite;
(figurative) establish a place to live somewhere.
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Week 8:
Pronunciation
1. It was a classic this week.
2. It just didn’t have a chance.
3. From memory, it was the dingo.
4. She bought a heap of dark chocolate.
5. They’ve become extinct on the Mainland.
6. We were living in a share house in Melbourne.
7. The guy at the end there, "78%, you mongrel!".
8. It was probably on its way out about that time as well.
9. Tassie Devil-wise, what's the issue with their population?
10. I’ll see if I can turn it up loud enough for everyone to hear.
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